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High-tech innovations combined
with trust at a local level
In his traditional, exclusive annual discussion with Ronald Heinze, editor-in-chief of the trade magazine Open Automation,
Hans Beckhoff, managing director of Beckhoff Automation, once again provides an overview of the innovations being
presented by the company. The company’s formula for success – “high-tech innovations combined with local trust” – is
working, as current developments are clearly showing.

“Flaming enthusiasm is the quality that most frequently makes for success,”

only limitations are the shortage of components and also our own capacities.”

declared American steel entrepreneur Andrew Carnegie. There is at least one

The former will probably characterize the entire industry until well into next year.

clear piece of evidence for this: The high level of enthusiasm shown by the global

Capacities are currently being significantly expanded.

Beckhoff team for high-tech products can be clearly linked with the company’s
success and growth curve.

“We are massively expanding our production capacities,” continues Hans
Beckhoff. “And will have done so by 90% by mid-2022 at our locations in East

The €1 billion company

Westphalia, Germany – based on our status as of January 2021. To this end, we

“After experiencing a 2% increase in sales in 2020, the sales curve is now

are activating our existing reserves of production space.” In this way, consider-

taking a good course again,” emphasizes the managing director and owner of

ably more production capacity will be available in the short term. New spaces

Beckhoff Automation. “This year, we’re going to make a decent leap forward.”

are being acquired for the next stages of expansion. How can an entrepreneur

He is anticipating nearly 25% growth. With an expected sales result of between

anticipate growth so far in advance? “I trust my pocket calculator and Excel,”

€1.1 billion and €1.2 billion, Beckhoff will exceed the €1 billion mark. It is not

the managing director replies with a twinkle in his eye.

yet possible to be more precise, now at the end of September. The entrepreneur
in Hans Beckhoff views this rapid development with humility. “We have reached

The rapid growth affects all application areas and product segments equally.

a new dimension and I have a lot of respect for that.”

“Automation technology is booming worldwide and throughout all areas of
the industry,” the company owner points out. “This impacts all of our product

“We expect this growth to continue next year,” says Hans Beckhoff. “The indus-

groups. However, it is the XTS and XPlanar transport systems that are really

try is booming,” he adds, “and we could grow even more than anticipated. The

achieving the most significant gains.”

The new C6675 industrial
server is ideally suited
for machine learning
and artificial intelligence
applications.

“In terms of industries, we are very broadly positioned – ranging from mechanical engineering to renewable energies to theater automation,” says Hans
Beckhoff. For example, the wind industry and solar cell production in China
are showing strong growth. Moreover, electric motor manufacturing, battery
manufacturing and logistics sectors are providing for extra growth around the
world. “Fortunately, we are well positioned in these industries of the future,”
the managing director says.
Beckhoff is an IPC, I/O, motion and automation software company. “And we are
also becoming a machine vision company,” continues Hans Beckhoff. TwinCAT
Vision software has been available for four years already. “We will soon be
completing the development of our own camera hardware,” he adds. “By the
middle of next year, there will be dedicated camera and lighting product lines
available that are optimized for industrial applications and will leverage the fast
real-time communication of EtherCAT.” This will make it even easier to integrate
image processing seamlessly into automation technology.
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Hans Beckhoff: “Automation technology is booming worldwide and across all
areas of the industry. This affects all our product groups, but it is the XTS and XPlanar
transport systems that are really achieving the most significant gains.”

“Customers can rely on us and our technology”
The expansion of the Beckhoff sales force continues: “We have expanded the

way.” Of course, the company does everything it can to meet all customer

teams in almost every country where we have our own subsidiary company,”

expectations.

emphasizes Hans Beckhoff. “Our local sales staff make an important contribution to sales growth.” Added to this is the local technical support, which ensures

A positive development: Beckhoff’s trade show activities are picking up again

a high level of trust among customers. “Our strategy is, on the one hand, to

after the coronavirus break. “Fachpack was a successful trade show with very

further strengthen our position as a high-tech company with cutting-edge

high-potential visitors,” Hans Beckhoff is pleased to report. “We could sense a

automation technology in both hardware and software components. On the

real demand.” A similar situation was also evident at Husum Wind. “Safe face-

other hand, we are known as the friendly, readily available engineers next door,”

to-face meetings are an invigorating element,” the managing director says.

explains the managing director. “Our recipe for success is therefore high-tech
innovation combined with local trust. Our customers can rely on us and our

The digital trade show counterparts in the coronavirus era, on the other hand,

technology.” For this reason, the company also relies consistently on a direct

were “not particularly successful,” adds the managing director. “However, we

sales business model.

view our own webinars as a real bright spot. And the Microsoft Teams meeting
platform became an irreplaceable medium for our direct sales. We implement

“With respect to the coronavirus pandemic, we were alerted very early because

technology meetings from our headquarters for the whole world now.” This

we have a subsidiary in Wuhan,” he explains. “Thanks in no small part to the

has already become a new standard. “Going forward, we will continue to

dedication of our employees, we made it through the pandemic without any

use the best of both worlds – face-to-face as well as online meetings,” he

restrictions on production capacity. And with home office solutions, we were

continues.

also able to continue our development activities without restrictions. Sure,
everything involved greater effort, but there were no limitations.” This is also

Automation and digitalization for more sustainability

true on an international scale.

Automation and digitalization go hand in hand to promote and enable sustainability. “We are saying, ‘Engineers must save the world!’ It is our task to develop

“Fortunately, we can now see that the vaccinations are having an effect in the

products and automate production processes in such a way that they consume

first world,” Hans Beckhoff informs us. “However, supply chains are still unsta-

less raw materials and energy than in the past. Every year efficiency must be

ble globally because of the pandemic, which is reflected in the semiconductor

increased to meet the world’s growing prosperity. It will be necessary to create

shortages, for example.” He cites the lack of substrates for global semiconductor

new production capacities with the best of technologies, and almost all old

production. “But not only semiconductors, also other electronic components

facilities will need to be overhauled to meet climate targets.”

are currently in short supply or even subject to allocation, as demand is greater
than manufacturing volumes,” he notes. “I think that’s likely going to continue

All over the world, new capacities are in demand to meet the growing desire

through next year.”

for prosperity. “First it’s a bicycle, then an electric scooter and maybe later an
electric car,” Hans Beckhoff adds. “Automation is involved wherever you look,

“These bottlenecks mean that we also do not always deliver from stock, and

ensuring that production capacities are optimized and environmentally friendly

delivery delays can occur,” reports Hans Beckhoff. ”From our point of view, this

processes are used.” With this in mind, the owner sees a “bright future for au-

is an untenable situation, but at the moment it cannot be solved in any other

tomation ahead”. He says: “Our technology has a duty to reduce the ecological
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TwinCAT is a modular automation software suite that for 25 years has been
successfully and seamlessly combining standard control functions with additional
functionalities such as robotics, machine vision and artificial intelligence.
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footprint of mankind.” And this also applies internationally, he thinks of China’s

35 years now; in the beginning, this was met with a great deal of skepticism

decision to discontinue financing coal-fired power plants abroad, and rely on

on the market. “In the meantime, users have come to appreciate the highest

wind turbines and photovoltaics instead. “This also boosts our business.”

levels of quality and durability our PC-based technology offers,” the automation
visionary knows. “PC technology is still gaining more followers, even though we

The Beckhoff company is currently establishing a new business management

initially assumed in the 1990s that this superior technology would prevail more

team for the hydrogen industry. “We have the right products for this, since we

quickly against conventional PLCs,” admits Hans Beckhoff.

already designed our automation technology to meet the process industry’s
requirements.” One advantage of Beckhoff automation technology is that the

Innovations for the SPS trade show

vast majority of standard products fit all applications. PC-based control remains

At the SPS trade show in Nuremberg, Germany at the end of November, the

the method of choice. “It’s all about the right level of performance,” confirms

teams from East Westphalia will once again be presenting a whole series of

Hans Beckhoff. “We have been providing this so far with the x86 and ARM

innovations from all product families. These include new signal terminals for

processor class. However, we are also eagerly watching to see whether the

measurement technology, compact drive technology and new geometries

efficient RISC-V processor platform may also be a suitable foundation for our

for XTS and XPlanar. As an example, the managing director mentions the

PC-based control technology.”

ELM3200-0205 EtherCAT Terminal, which is capable of measuring up to 1,000 V
differential voltage. The terminal will be used in battery production and testing,

“PC technology is bringing about the convergence of IT and OT,” reports Hans

among other applications. A new I/O-Link master bus box enables flexible sensor

Beckhoff. The company has been relying on PC-based control technology for

connection in harsh environments. Furthermore, a new power supply unit with
built-in EtherCAT interface is added to the range of power supplies. “Our new
EL7062 terminal for stepper motor connection is certainly the most cost-effective way to handle motion control,” mentions Hans Beckhoff.
The three-phase linear synchronous servomotors of the AL2000 series were
extended last year to include a separate series. The AL8000 linear motor series
is suitable for dynamic and powerful linear axes and is largely compatible with
the AL2000 series. “The linear motors are now being equipped with additional
features and are evolving into integrated mechatronic solutions.” The trans
lational servomotors are supplemented by the AA3000 electric cylinders, which
are now being introduced to the market. Here, too, many additional functions
are integrated, so that the shift towards mechatronic systems is unmistakable.
The electric cylinders have a flange dimension of 75 mm and are available in a
smaller and a larger version with 6,250 N and 12,500 N peak force, respectively.

The new electric cylinders are particularly suitable as direct drives for
linear applications with high process forces and speeds.

The AX8000 Servo Drive series was expanded last year to include the two combined AX8540 and AX8525 power supply and axis modules. “These are now
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series has been very successful,” the managing director knows. Now the CX5200 series with a new Intel
processor generation and the new CX5600 series with
AMD CPUs are being introduced. “The CX5600 devices
in particular will enable an even better price-to-performance ratio,” he says happily.
The C6670 series of control cabinet industrial servers
uses components of the highest performance class.
The C6675 model with increased slot length is being
added to the series specifically for machine learning and
artificial intelligence applications. “Extremely powerful
‘high-end’ GPU cards can be plugged in to be used as AI
and ML inference environments,” notes the managing
director. “The power supplies are generously designed
to be able to operate extremely power-hungry GPUs
as well.” In the smaller performance classes, the ulXPlanar can now be used even more flexibly with

tra-compact Industrial PC C7015 in IP65/67 is available,

increased load capacity and a new 100 mm mover.

which is particularly suitable for IoT applications and
installation outside of electrical cabinets.

ready for delivery,” reports Hans Beckhoff. “The axis drives and spindle motors

25 years of TwinCAT

provide a highly competitive combination for machine tools.”

TwinCAT stands for “The Windows Control and Automation Technology.” This
year, the universal automation platform celebrates its 25th anniversary. “It is an

There are also innovations in the area of linear transport systems: In addition to

extremely powerful and versatile platform that comprises almost all functional

new geometries for both XTS and XPlanar, the smart movers for the XTS system

areas of automation in one software package – not only IEC 61131-3 and

are particularly worth mentioning here. “Our electronic movers use contactless
energy transfer with 30 W of continuous power and 70 W peak performance, as

high-level language programming, but also HMI, data analytics, safety, CNC,
robotics, MATLAB®/Simulink®, vision, ML and much more, encapsulated in the

well as contactless real-time data transfer, to provide their own TwinCAT-com-

form of function blocks,” emphasizes Hans Beckhoff. “At the time, we integrated

patible control intelligence,” explains Hans Beckhoff. “This enables completely

measurement data acquisition into the control system under the term Scientific

new applications, as the movers can now perform process steps on their own.

Automation, because it is part of a machine and should not be implemented

Basically, it will be 40 small PLC systems going round and round.”

via additional external devices. And we've integrated image processing so that
machine vision algorithms can be operated directly from the controller.”

The XPlanar planar motor and drive system is a fascinating technology that
enables new and more efficient machine and system designs. “Rotation as

TwinCAT also makes an important contribution to automating engineering.

an additional form of movement is another exciting development, as it is very

“We’ve been supporting automated code generation for years with our Auto-

helpful for positioning objects,” declares Hans Beckhoff. Also, a new mover size

mation Interface, the open interface for engineering automation.”

has been added: In addition to 80 and 120 mm, movers with an edge length of
100 mm are now available. “Furthermore, we have increased the load capacity

TwinCAT is no longer only executable just on Windows operating systems: With

by up to 50% – depending on the mover size,” he points out. “Now up to 6 kg

TwinCAT/BSD, a very stable and powerful Unix-compatible platform can also be

can be transported.”

used. “As a replacement for Windows CE and for users who don’t want to rely on
Windows, there are a number of interesting and exciting properties. Applications

“Unfortunately, our unique positioning on the market with respect to levitating

with TwinCAT/BSD were quickly implemented by Beckhoff customers, for ex-

movers lasted only two years,” the managing director informs us. Nevertheless,

ample, wind turbine automation, but also for controlling machines in chip card

he sees his company positively: “As a system manufacturer, everything we offer

production. We expect TwinCAT/BSD to become a second standard OS alongside

is ‘cast from a single mold’ and does not rely on third party elements.” This

TwinCAT/Windows,” he confirms.

enables deep integration into the TwinCAT automation environment and results
in complete solutions that offer superior performance to users.

Cloud solutions also play an important role with TwinCAT. TwinCAT Cloud
Engineering offers the possibility to use the complete TwinCAT development

As a well-known manufacturer of Industrial PCs, Beckhoff would not be

environment in the cloud. For this purpose, Beckhoff offers ready-to-use virtual

Beckhoff if it did not once again present even more powerful PC variants. The

machines with the installed TwinCAT engineering environment. Free use of

9th Intel processor generation for Beckhoff IPCs will be introduced this year. The

the software for a limited time makes it easier to get started with TwinCAT;

CX5000 series consists of DIN rail-mountable, fanless Embedded PCs prepared

in addition, it no longer needs to be installed on a local computer. The option

for direct I/O connection of Beckhoff Bus or EtherCAT Terminals. “Our CX5100

of professional, permanent use (billing via “Software as a Service”) is already
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Hans Beckhoff: “We expect this growth to continue next year
and are massively expanding our production capacities.”

highly appreciated by initial users, since the installation and maintenance effort

Hans Beckhoff and his team are looking forward to the SPS event: “We all

for engineering is considerably reduced and many special functions of TwinCAT

greatly enjoy explaining our technology, developing applications together with

are available on a SaaS basis for fast and uncomplicated use at low cost.

our customers, solving any problems, and, of course, it will be nice to finally see
our customers again ‘in realitas’!”

In addition, as a pure software-based automation solution, TwinCAT can also
continuously control any “down-to-earth” applications and processes directly

Published in Open Automation 06/2021, VDE Verlag, www.vde-verlag.de

in the cloud. Mixed applications with balanced load distribution between cloud
and local control are also possible. “We are convinced that our scalable local
or cloud-based automation solutions with variable load distribution will be very
popular,” says Hans Beckhoff.
To implement cloud technologies, Beckhoff enjoys working with
the well-known North American hyperscalers in this field. Nevertheless, Hans Beckhoff is convinced that Europe needs more independence when it comes to cloud solutions. Beckhoff is therefore
also a founding member of the Gaia-X Foundation and is actively
involved in its work. “The market will decide where it will go,” says
Hans Beckhoff. “Interfaces ensure interchangeability between cloud service providers. This consideration also applies to edge devices and clouds,
which are an integral part of the control system at Beckhoff thanks to the
PC control-based philosophy.”
The new TwinCAT Realtime Hypervisor must also be mentioned as another exciting innovation on display at SPS. It enables simultaneous operation of guest
operating systems such as Windows or Linux on the TwinCAT host operating
system while maintaining the well-known, excellent real-time capabilities of
TwinCAT, with deterministic response times well below 1 ms. Hans Beckhoff
explains: “Until now, real-time capability was deeply integrated in Windows.
Now, it is also possible to start or shut down a Windows or a Linux operating
system on the same computer in parallel with the real time-capable Hypervisor.

With their new contactless energy and
data transmission, XTS movers can become
mobile handling or processing stations
and, in combination, turn XTS into a highly
flexible multi-robot system.

This is an ideal combination when the operating system is intended for specific
tasks in the foreground and real-time control tasks unaffected by it can be
handled in the background.”

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/sps

